Mv invitation to this conference asked for a philosophical paper about good econometric practice. I have organized my views as follows. Part I of the paper defines the concept of an ideal econometric model and argues that to tell whether a model is ideal, we must test it against new data-data that were not available when the model was formulated. Such testing suggests that econometric models are not ideal, hut are approximations to a changing realit . Part I closes with a list of desirable properties that we can realisticalls' seek in econometric models. Part TI is a loosely connected set of comments and criticisms about several econometric techniques. Part HI discusses methods of evaluating econometric models hr means of their forecasts and suinmarizes sonic results of such evaluations, as proposed in part I. Part IV resurrects an old, plain-vanilla equation relating monetary velocity to an interest rate and tests it with more recent data. The rather remarkable result is that it still does about as well today as it did nearly 40 years ago. Part V is a brief conclusion.
HOW TO RECOGNIZE AN IDEAL

MODEL IF YOU MEET ONE
The Goal of Research and the Concept of an Ideal Model
The goal of economic research is to improve knowledge and understanding of the economy, either for their own sake, or for practical use. We want to know how to control what is controllable, how to adapt to what is uncontrollable, and how to tell which is which. 'i'he goal of economic research is analogous to the prayer of Alcoholics Anonymous (I do not suggest that economics is exactly like alcoholism)-"God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change; the courage to change the things I can; and the wisdom to know the difference."
The goal of applied econometrics is quantitative knowledge expressed in the form of mathematical equations.
1 invite you to think of an ideal econometric model, by which I mean a set of equations, complete or incomplete, with numerically estimated parameters, that describes some interesting set of past data, closely hut not perfectly, and that 
Period of data not yet available when model was formulated
will continue to describe all future data of that type.
The Need for Testing Against New Data
how can we tell whether we have found an ideal econometric model? We czm certainly tell lion' well a model describes a given set of past data. ( We will discuss what is meant by a good description later). Suppose we have a model in 1 992, with estimated pan'meters, that closely describes past data for 1950-91 -To tell whether it is the ideal model we seek, we must try it with future data. Suppose that after three year's n'e ry the model with data for 1992-94, and it describes them closely also. Still, in 1995 all we will he sure of is that it describes data closely for a past periocL this time from 1950 through 1994. In principle we can never he sure we have found an ideal model because there will always be more future data to come, so we will never he able to say that a mutiel is ideal. 'the longer the string of future data that a model describes closely, however, the more confidence we have in it.
Is t Ii is only a matter of the amount of data that the model describes, or is there something else involved? I argue that something else is involved.
Suppose again that ill 1992 we have a model that closely describes an interesting data set for the past period 1950-91. Consider the following three methods, shown in figure 1, by which this model might have been obtained and by which its ability to describe data for 1950 through 1991 might have been assessed: It was formulated in 1992, and fit ted to data for the entire period 1950-91 -2. It was formulated in 1992, fitted to data for thes nb-period , and used to predict data from 1972 through 1991.
3. It was formulated in 197.2, fitted to data for the. sub-period 1950-71, and used to predict data from 1972 through 1991.
Methods 1 and 2 differ in that metl iod I fits the model to a/I the available cia Ia, whereas method 2 fits it to the first part only and uses the result to predict the second part, from 1 972 onward. 1972 is not a randomly chosen date. It was the yea!-before the first oil crisis. Method 3 differs in that the model builder did not vet know about the oil crisis when formulating the model. Now consider the following question: Given the goodness of fit of this model to data for the whole period 1950-91, does your confidence in the model depend on which of these three methods was used to obtain it? I argue that it should. In particular, I argue that aci equal ion obtained by a method similar to method 3, which involves testing against data that were not available to the model builder when the model was formulated, desert'es more confidence than the same equation obtained by either of the other two methods.
The argi.mient has to do with the goal of an econometric model-to describe not only past data, but also future data. It is easy to formulate a model thai. can describe a given set of past data perfectly but cannot describe future observations at all. Of course, such a research strategy should he avoided.
here is a simple example. Imagine a pail-of variables whose relationship we want to describe. Suppose we have two observations on the pail' of variables. Then a line, whose ccl uation is linear, will fit the data perfectly. Now suppose we obtain a third observation. It will almost certainly not lie on the line determined by the first two observations. But a parabola, whose equation is quadra tic (of degree 2), will fit the three observations perfectly. Now suppose a lour'th observation becomes available. It will almost certainly not lie on the parabola. But a sort of S-curye, whose equation is cutnc (of degree 3), will fit the four observations perfectly. And so on. In general, a polynomial equation of degree ii will fit a set of n + 1 observations on two variables perfectly, hut a polynomial of higher degree will he required if the number of observations is increased. Methods of this type can describe any set of past data perfectlv but almost cerainlv cannot describe any tnt w'e data.
If a model is to describe future data, it needs to capture the enduring systematic features of the phenomena that are being modeled and it should amid conforming to accidental lea t ui-es that will not endure. The trouble wit Ii the exactfitting polynomial approach just discussed is that it tloes not try tn distinguish between the enduring systema tic and the temporary accidental features of reality. In the process of fitting past data perfectlv, this approach neglects to fit endu ring systematic features even approximately.
This relates to the cli oice among methods 1, 2 and 3 for linding a model that describes a body of data. When for iuulating a model, resear-chers typically pay attention to the behavior of available data, which perforce are past data. One tries different equation forms and different~.'ariablesto see which formulation best describes the data. This process has been called data mining. As a method of formulating tentative hypotheses, data mining is fine. l3ut it inyolyes the risk of being too clever, of fitting the a~'ailabledata too well and hence of choosing a hypothesis that conforms too much to the temporary accidental and too little to the enduring systematic features of the observed data. In this respect it is similar to the exactfitting polynomial approach described earlier, though not as badthe best protection against having done too good a job of making a model describe p~istdata is to test the model against new data that were not available when the model was formulated.
'Ibis is what method 3 does, and that is why a model obtained hr method 3 merits more confidence, other things equal.
'Frygve tIaa~'elmoonce said to me, not enti rely in jest, that what we economists should do is formulate our models, then go fishing [or 50 ears and let new data accumulate, and finally come back and confront our models with the new data.
Wesley Mitchell put the matter very well when he wrote the following:'
The pi-oposilion mar lie ventured that a competent statistician, with sufficient clerical assistance a rid time at his comma rid, can take almost any pail of time series for a girt-rn penod and work them into forms which will \'ield coefficients of correlation exr.eeding ± .9. tt has tong teen known that a mathemancian can fit a cur-ye to any time series which will pass through evers' point of tI ie data. t'ei-for ii ances of the latter-so!-t hay e no significance, however, unless the matheniaticallr computed rune continues to agree with the dl at a when pr-oiectecl herorid the pe i'i nd frn' which it is fitted. So wor'k of the sor't which Mi'. Karsten and Professoi-Fisher hare shown how to do must he judged. not by the coefficients of cor'r'elatiou obtained within the periods for, which thr~y Iiaye ni an i 11 u lated the cIa t a, I) (It hr t tie coefficients which they get in earlier ni later pe,-iods to which their formulas may be applied.
h:Iilton Friedman, in his review of Jan 'I'inbergen's pioneering model of the U.S. economy, referred to Mitchell's coni client and expressed a similaridea somewhat differently:2 'rinher-gens results cannot be judged hv ordinary tests of statistical significance. The r-eason is that 'See Mitchell (1927) . the variables with which lie winds up. the particulam-series iii ciast iri rig these Va m-iab t t,s, the leads and lags, and various other aspects of the eqtianons besides the particular values of the parameters (which alone can be testedl by the usual statistical technique) have been selected aft er an extensire pr-ocess of trial and error because they yield high coefficients of cor-relation. tinbergen is selcIon, satisfiecl wit Ii a corr-elation coefficient less than .98. t3u t these atti-active con-elation coefficienIs ci ea te rio presuiup tiom i that the i-eta tionshi ps they describe will hold in the future, the multiple regr'ession equations which yield tlieni ar'e simply tautological ref ormulations of se/cried economic data, 'I'aken at face value, Tinher-gen's work ''explains" the er-rors in his data no less han their real oioyemen ts.
That last statement can be strengthened. Tinhergen's method, which has been the method of most model builders ever since, explains whatevet-temporary accidental components thei-e may be in the data (regardless of whether they are measurement errors), as well as the enduring cocii ponentsMost macr'oeconometric models for'mulated before the 1973 oil crisis had rio variables representing the prices and quantities of oil and energy. Most of these models were surprised by the oil crisis and its aftermath, and most of them made stibstantial forecast errors thereafter. Many models formulated after 1973 pay special attention to oil and energy. Of cour'se many of those models provide better explanations of the post-oil-crisis data than do models that ignore oil and energy. But my point is different. A model that was formulated after the oil crisis~~as.~specifically designed to conform to data during arid aftei the crisis, and if there are lemporai-y accidental variations, the model will conform to them just as much as to the systematic variations. Hence the task of explaining data between the onset of the 1972 oil crisis and 1992 is easier for a model that was formulated in 1992 than for a model that was formulated before the crisis. Therefore if both models do equally well at describing data from 1950 to 1991, the one formulated before the crisis has passed a stricter test and nierits more confidence.
What about the relative merits of methods I arid 2? Sometimes method 2 is recommended; that is, it is recommended that ies earchers estimatea model using only the earlier part of the a~'ailabIedata and use the later part as a test of the model's forecasting ability. When thinking about this proposal, consider a model that has been formulated with access to all of the data. It does not make much difference whether part of the data is excluded fr'om the estimation process and used as a test of that model, as in method 2, or whether it is included, as in method 1. Either way, we draw the same conclusions. If the model with a set of constant coefficients describes both pam-ts of the data well, method 1 will yield a good fit for the whole period and method 2 will yield a good fit for the estimation period and small errors for the forecast period. if the model with a set of constant coefficients does not desci-ibe both parts of the data well, in method I the residuals, if examined carefully, will reveal the flaws, and in method 2 the residuals, the forecast errors or both will reyeal the flaws. And with both methods 1 and 2 we have a risk that the model was formulated to conform too much to the temporary accidental features of the available data.
One noteworthy difference between methods I and 2 is that if the model's specification is correct, method 1 will yield more accurate estimates of the parameters because it uses a larger sample and thus has a smaller sampling error.
Econometric Models Are Approximations
When I began work in econometrics, I believed a premise that undem-hies much econometric worknamely, that a true model that governs the behavior of the economy actually exists, with both systematic and random components and with true parameter values. And I believed that ultimately it would he possible to discover that true model and estimate its parameter values. My hope was first to find several models that could tentatively be accepted as ideal and eventually to find more general models that wotild include particular ideal models as special cases. (One way to top your colleagues is to show that theix-models are special cases of yours. Nowadays tins is called "encompassing. ') Experience suggests that we cannot expect to find ideal models of the sort just described. When an estimated econometric model that describes past data is extrapolated into the future for' more than a year or two, it typically does not hold up well. 'I'o try to understand how tins might happen, let us temporarily adopt the premise that there is a true model. Of course, we do not know the form or parameters of this true model. They may or may not he changing, but if they are changing according to some rule, then in principle it is possible to incorpom-ate that male into a more general unchanging true model.
Suppose that an economist has specified a model, which may or may not lie the sameas the true model. If the form and pam-ameters of the economists model are changing according to sonic rule (not miecessarth' the samne as the rule govei-mnng the true model), again in principle it is possible to incorpom'ate that rule into a more general unchanging model. Now considem-the following possiile ways in which the economist's model might describe past data quite well but fail to describe future data:
1. 'l'he form and parameter values of the economist's model may be correct for both the past period arid the future period, but as the forecast hom-izon is lengthened, the forecasts get worse because the variance of the forecast is an increasing function of the length of the horizon. This will be discussed later.
2. The for-mn of the economist's model may he cori-eel for-both the past period and the future period, but some or all of the true paramneters may change during the future period.
3. The fom-ni of the economist's niodel may he correct for-the past period hut not for the future period because of a change in the form of the true model that is not matched in the economist's model.
4. The form of the economist's model may be incorrect for both periods but more nearly coitect for the past period.
The last possibility is the most likely of the foum-in view of the fact that the ecomiomy has millions of different goods and services produced and consumed by millions of individuals, each with distinct cham-acter-tm-ails, desires, knowledge and beliefs.
These considerations lead to the conjecture that the afor-enientioned premise underlying econometrics is wrong-that there is no unchanging tiue model with true pam-ameter values that governs tue behavior of the economy now amid in the futur-e. Instead, every estimated econometric model is at best an appm-oximation of a cbanging economy-an appr-oximation that becomes worse as it is applied to events that occur further into the future from the period in which the model was for-mulated. In tIns case we should not be surprised at our failure to find an ideal general model as defined earlier. Instead, we should be content with models that have at best only a tempoi-an' and approximate validity that deteriorates with time. We should sometimes also be content with models that describe only a restricted range of events-for example, events in a particulai-country, industry or-population group.
Desiderata for an Econometric Model
If no ideal model exists, what characteristics can we r-ealistically strive for in econometric models regarded as scientific hypotheses? The following set of desiderata are withimi meacli:
-'l'he estimated model should provide a good description of some interesting set of past data. This means it should have small i-esiduals relatit'e to the variation of its variables-that is, high correlation coefficients. The standard eri-ors of its pam-ameter estimates should he small relative to those estimates, that is, its 1-ratios should be large. If it is estimated for sepam-ate subsets of the available data, all those estimates should agree with each other. Finally, its residuals should appear random. (tf the residuals appeal-to behave systeruatically, it is desirable to try to find variables to explain them.) 2. The model should be testable against data that were not used to estimate it and against data that wer-e riot a~'ailablewbemi it was specified.
3. 'l'he estimated mnodel should be able to describe event.s occurring after-it was formulated and estimated, at least for a few quarters or years.
4.
The model should make sense in the light of out knowledge of the economy. This means in part that it should not generate negative values for variables that must he non-negative (sur.h as interest rates) amid that it should be consistent with theoretical propositiomis about the economy that we think are correct.
5. Othem' things equal, a simple model is preferable to a complex one.
7.
Othem-things equal, a model that incorpom-ates other useful models as special cases is preferable to one that does not. (This is almost the same point as the previous one.) 6. Other things wide variety explains only equal, a model that explains a of data is prefenthilc~to one that a narrow range of data.
In offering these desiderata, I assume that the puipose of a model is to state a hypothesis that describes ati interesting set of available data and that may possibly dlesctihe new data as well. Of course, if the purpose is to test a theory that we are not sure about, the model should be constructed in such a way that estimates of its par'ameters will tell us something ahotmt the validity of that theory. The failure of such a model to satisfy these desiderata may tell us that the theory it embodies is false. This too is useful knowledge.
COMMENTS AND CRITICISMS ABOUT ECONOMETRIC
TECHNIQUES
Theory vs. Empiricism
Two general approaches to formulating a model exist. One is to consult economic theory. The other is to look for regularities in the data. Either can be usedh~rsa staitimig point, but a comnbinatiomi of both is best -A model derived fmoni elegant economic theory may be appealing, hut unless at least sonic of its compomients or imnphications are consistent with real data, it is not a reliable hypothesis. A model obtained by pure data mtiimiimig may he consistent with the body of data that was mined to get it, but it is not a m-eliable lwpothesis if it is not consistent with at least somne other data (recall what was said about this earlier), and it will not he understood if no them-v to explain it exists.
The VAR Approach
Vector autoregression (VAR) is one way of looking for regularities in data. In VAR, a set of obsem-vahie yariables is chosen, a maximum lag length is chosen, and the current value of cacti yariable is regressed on the lagged values of that van-iable and all other~'am-iables. No exogenous variables exist; all obseryable variables are tm-eated as emidogenous. Except for that, a~'AR model is sinnlar to the unrestricted reduced formn of a conventional econometric model. Each equation contains only one current endogenous variable, each equation is just identified, and no use is made of any possible theoretical infon-rnatiomi about possible simultaneous structural equations that might conitain more than one current endogemious variable. In fact, no use is made of any theoretical informnation at all, except in the choice of the list of variables to be included amid the length of the lags. In macroeconomics it is not practical to use mans' variables and lags in a VAR because the number of coefficients td) he estimated in each equation is the product of the numnber of variables times the number of lags and because one cannot estimate an equation that has more coefficients than there are obseryations in the sample.
The ARIMA Approach
The Box-Jenkins type of time-series analysis is another way to seek regularities in data. Here each observable variable is expressed in terms of purely random disturbamices. This can he done with one y~u-iable at a timne or in a niultivariate fashion. In the univai-iate case an expression involving current and lagged i'alues of an ohsem-~'ahIe variable is equated to an expressiomi involving curmenit and lagged values of an unobservable white-noise distur'hance; that is, a serially independent random disturbance that has a meami of zero and constant variance. Such a formulatiomi is called an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) process. The autoregressive part expresses the current value of the variable as a function of its lagged values. The integrated par-t refers to the possibility that the first (or higherorder) differences of the variable, rather thami its levels, may he govet-ned by the equation. 'I'hen the variable's levels can he obtained from its differences b~'undoing the difleremicimig operation-that is, by integrating first differences once, integrating second differences twice, and 50 on. (If no integm-atiomi is inyolved, the process is called ARMA instead of ARIMA.) The moving average part expresse.s the equation's disturbance as a mnovimig average of curt-ent and lagged vah.mes of a wbnte-noise disturbance. To express a variable in ARIMA form, it is necessary to choose three integers to characterize the process. One gi~'esthie order of the autoregression (that is, the numnher of lags to be included for the observable yariable); one gives the order of the moving average (that is, the number of lags included foi the white-noise disturbance); and one gives the order of integration (that is, the niumher of timnes the highest-order differences of the observable variable must he integrated to obtain its levels). The choice of the three integers (some of which may he zero) is mnade by examining the time series of data for the ohsemvahle variable to see what choice best conforms to the data. After that choice has been made, the coefficients in the autoregression and moving average are estimated. The multivariate form of ARIMA modeling is a generalization of the univariate form. And, of course, VAR modeling is a special case of multivariate ARhMA modeling.
VAR amid ARIMA models can be useful if they lead to the discovery of regularities in the data. If enduring regularities in the data are discovered, we haye something interesting to try to understand and explain. In my view, howeyer, one disadvamitage of both approaches is that they make almost no use of any knowledge of the subject matter being dealt with. To use univariate AR1MA on an economnic variable, one need know nothing about economics. I think of urnvariate ARIMA as mindless data unning. To use nnultivamiate ARIMA, one need only make a list of variables to he included and choose the required tuiree imitegers. To use VAR, one riced only make a list of the variables to be included and choose a maximum lag length. Knowledge of thie subject the equations deal with can enter into thie choice of variables to he included.
It may seem that the ARIMA approach and the conventional econiomnetmic model approach are antithetical and inconisistent with each other. Zellner amid Palm-n (1974), howevem-, have pointed out that if a conventional model's exogemious yamiables am-c generated by an ARIMA pmocess, the model's endogenous variables am-c genem-ated the same way.
General-to-Spee jfic Modeling
Genen-al-to-specific modeling stamts with ani estimated equatiomi that contains many yam-iahles and many lagged values of each. Its appn-oach is to pare this genen-al forni dowmi to a more specific fomin by omitting lags andl variables that do not conti-ihute to the explanatory power of the equation. Much can be said for this technique, hut of course it will not lead to a correct result if the genera I formn one starts with does not contain the variables amid the lags that belong in ami equation that is approximately comTect.
The Error Correction Mechanism
The error correction mnechanismn (ECM) provides a way of expressing the rate at wInch a variable ni~es towam-d its desired or equilibrium value when it is away from that value. Ecomioniic theory is at its best whemi derivimig desired or equihibimium values of variables, cithem-static positions or dynamic paths. EcU has so far not been good at deriving thie path followed by ani ecomiomy that is out of equilibrium. Error correctioni mnodels are appealinig because the~'permit the natum-e of the equmlibriuni to be specified with the aid of theory hut pemmit the adjustment path to be dIetermined largely by data.
Testing Residuals for Randomness
I have already discussed testing residuals for ramidomness. If an equation's residuals appear to follow any regtmlar or systematic pattern, this is a sigmial that there may be some regular or systematic factor that has not been captured by the form and variables chosen for the equation. In such a case it is desirable to try to modify thie equation's specification, either-by including additional variables, by changing the form of the equation, or both, until the residuals lose their regular or systemnatic character and appear to be random.
Stationarity
It is often said that the residual of a properly specified equation should be stationary, that is, that its mean, vamiance and autocovariances should be constant through time. Jiowevem-, for an equation whose variables are growing over time, such as an aggregate consumption or mnomieydemnand equation, it would be unreasonable to expect the vat-iamice of the residual to he constant. That would meami that the con-elation coefficients for the equation in successive decadles (or other time intervals) would approach one. It would be more reasonable to expect the standard deviation of the residual to gm-ow moughly in pmoportion to thie dependent variable, to one of the independent variables, or to some combination of thiemn.
The Lucas Critique
Robert Lucas (1976) warned that whemi an estimnated econometm-ic model is used to pm-edict the effects of changes in government policy yamiables, the estimated coefficients may ttmmri out wrong arid hence the predictions may' also turn out wrong. Under~~'hatconditions can this be expected to occur? Lucas says that thus occurs whem'm polic~makersfollow one polic~'rule during the estimation period and begin to follow a different polic~' male during the prediction pemiod. The reasomi for this, he argues, is that in many cases the parameters that were estimated at-c not constants that represent invariant economic relationships, hut imistead am-c yam-iables that chamige imi m-esponse to changes in policy rules. Thus is because they depend hiotbi omi constammI paramneters and on varyimig expectations that private agenits formulate by observing policinuakers andi trying to discover-wImat policy male is being followed. Jacob Marschak (1953) foreshadowed tIns idea ivhen he cautiomied that predictions madle froni an estimated economnetnic model will not be valid if the structure of the model (that is, its ma thiernatical form amid its parameter values) changes between time estimation pemiod arid the predictiomi penio~1-'therefore, to mnake successful predictiomis after a structural change, one must discover the nature of the 5 tm-uct umal change and allow for it. t take this warmung senioush . It nieed riot concem-n us whemi policy variations whose effects we wamit to predhict are similar to variations that occurred during the estimniation Iieniod. But when a change mi the policy rule occurs, pm-ivate agemits will eventually discover that tbieir pm-e~'uJuẽ xpectation fommation process is no longer valid amid will adopt a new one as quickl~'as they cami. As the~' do so, sonic of the estimated parameters will change amid make the previously obtained estiniates unirehiahile.
Goodhart's Law
Lucas' warning is melated to Goodbian-t's Law, winch states that as soon as policyrnakem-s hegimi to act as if sonic pm-eviouslv observed relationship is rehiahile, it will no longer be reliable and will change.i A striking example is the shortrun, dlownward.sloping Pbullips cut-ye.
Are Policy Variables Exogenous?
Most economnet i-ic models treat at least some policy variables as exogetious. Btmt puhhic policy m-esponds to events. Pohic~'variables are not exogenous. 'The field of public choice studies the actions of policymakers, treatimig tbienn as maximizers of their owmi utility subject to the constm-ainits they face, Ecomiometnic model hiuilders have so far niot made much use of public choice economnics.
BY THEIR FORECASTS YE SHALL
KNOW THEM (MODELS, THAT IS)
Methods of Evaluating Models' Forecasts
A conventiomiah econonietric mnodhel comitains distum-hiamices andl eridogenous and exogenous~'aniables. '1 'vpically sot-ne of tbie endogenonms variables appear witbi a lag. Consider an annual model with data for-all variables up to amid including 1 992.
Suppose thnat at the end of t992 we wish to forecast thie endogenious variables for 1993, one year ahead. 'Ihis is ami cx ante forecast. Our pn-edlictions of the endogenous van-iabhes for 1993 will he conditional on our estimatedl model and on out-pmedictions of the disturbamices amid exogenous variables. If we make errors imi fom-ecasting the endlogenous variables, it may he because our estimated mnodel is wm-ong, because our' pm-edictiom'ns of the disturbances om exogenom.ms variables are wm-omig, or because of sot-ne combination of these.
It is possible-amid desirable-to test the forecastinig ability' of an estimated! mnodlel independently of tIme model user's ability to forecast exogenous vaniabiles. '[bus is clone with an cx post forecast. An cx post forecast for' one pemiotl ahead, say for 1993, is mad. as follows: Wait until actual 1993 data for thie exogenous variables are available, use them-n instead of predhictedl values of the exogenous variables to compute forecasts of the 1993 enidlogenious vam-i~rbles,amid examine the em-m-ors of those fomecasts.
When comparing forecasts froni (imffement models, beam' in mnimid that die models may differ in theirlists of exogenous vam-iables and that this may affect the comiapam-ison. I-or examnple, a model that has hard-to-fon-ecasl exogenous variables is not going to he helpful tom' practical cx ante forecastimig, even if it makes excellent cx post forecasts.
Ernor's of cx ante and ey post forecasts tell us uhifferent things. Lx ante forecasting errors tell us about the quality dif tmue forecasts hut do not allow tms to sehiarate the effects of incorrect estmmnated models from the effects of had pr-edhctions of exogenous variables and dhisturbanices.~x post forecasting errors tell us how goodl an estiniatedl model has been as a scientific hypothesis, which is 'See Goodhart (1981).
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distinct from anyone's ahiilitv to forecast exogenous variables audI disturhances. If you are initerested in the qualit~'of pm-actical forecasting, you should evaluate cx ante forecasts. If you are interested in thie quality of a model as a scientific theory, you should evaluate cx post forecasts. fix post forecasts are usually more accurate thiarm cx ante fon-ecasts because the pn-edhictionis of the exogenous vam-iahles that go into cx ante fon-ecasts are usually at least somewhat wrong.
What if we want to make forecasts two years ahead, for 1994, based on dhata up to and including 1992? We need 1993 values fom-the endogenous vaniahles to use as lagged endogemious values fom our 1994 forecast; however, we do not have actual 1993 data. 1-lence we must make a one-year--ahead fomecast for 1993 as hefore. Then we can make our 1 994 forecast using our 1993 forecasts as the lagged values of the eridhogemiotis~'amiahles fon 1994. 'I'hus the errors of onmr 1994 forecast will depend partly on the em'roms of oum 1993 forecast and partly on the values we use for the 1994 exogenous variables and distum-hanices. If we want to mnake forecasts fom mi years ahead instead of two veai-s ahead, the situatiomi is simimilam-except tI-mat n steps are m-edhuiredl inisteatl of two. We can still comisidher either cx ante or cx post forecasts. As before, cx jios! forecasts use actual vahnmes of the exogenous vaniahiles. %%'hieni m-naking cx ante forecasts, the tvpicah economnetric forecaster does riot automaticalhy adopt the forecasts generated by a model. Iris tead the foreca stem-comupa i-es these fonecasts with his subjective judgnmenit about tbie future of the economy, amid if tI-mere are substantial discn-epanicies, lie makes subjective. adljustnienits to his niodel's forecasts. This is usually' done with suhjective adjustmnenits to the predicted disturbances. Thus the accumacy of cx ante forecasts typically depends not only on tI-me adequacy of tbie estimated nimodel, but also on the model builder's ability to forecast exogenous variables and to make subjective adjustments to the model's forecasts. Paul Samuelson once caricatured this situation at a meeting some years ago by likenung the process that pn-oduces cx ante economnetnic for-ecasts to a black box inside which we find only Lawrence R. Klein!
Errors of Forecasts from Several Econometric Models
Most presemitations of forecasting acd:um-acy an-c based omi cx ante ratbier than cx post forecasts, often with suhjective adjustments, perhaps because dif the interest mi practical forecasting. I like to look at cx post forecast errors without adjustnments because 1 am initem-estedi in economneti-ic modlels as scientific hypotheses.
Fromnm and Klein (1976) and Christ (19751 discuss root mean square errors (RIVISEs) of cx post quarterly fom-ecasts of real GNP, nominial GNP andl the GNP deflator one quan-ter to eight qua rtem-s ahead by eight models with no subjective adjustment by the fom-ecaster. 'the models were formulatedh by Brookings, the 11.5. Bureau of Ecomiomic Analysis, Ray Fair, Leonall Aridensen of the federal Reserve Banik of St. Lonmis, T. C. Liu ann] others, the Umnversity of Michigan ;tmid tbie Vvhartoni School (two versions). For GNP they show RMSEs risimig from-n 0.7 pm-cent to 2.5 or 4.5 hiercenit of the actual value as the horizon increases from-n one quarter to eight quarters. F'or the GNP dleflator they show RMSEs mising fromu 0.4 pemtent to 1 .9 percent, as shiowmi in table IIn a series of papers ovem tI-ne past seven-al years, Stephemi McNees (1986, 1988 and 1990) 
Implications of Worsening Ex Post Forecast Errors
Because the root mean sqtmane em'mor of an ecomiometnic model's cx post forecasts roughly quadruples when the hom-izoni increases fnoni one quarter to eight quarters as in table 1, can we conclude thiat the model is no lonigen correct for the forecast pemiod? The answem-is possibly, hut riot certainly'. F'or a static model we could comicludhe this because the error of eacbi forecast would inivolve disturbances only for the period tieinig forecast, riot for periods in tbie earlier part of the horizon. Hemice theme is no reason to expect great cbiariges inn the size of the forecasting error for a static model as the homizon imicreases. Small increases will occnnr because of ern-ors in the estimates of the models paramneters if the values of the model's independent vamiabiles move furtbien away' fn'omnn their estimation-period meanis as the hornzomi lengthens. Tbus is because any em-rors in the estimates of equationis' slopes will gemierate larger effects as the distance over which the slopes are projected imncreases.
But m-nost econonietm-ic fomecasting mnodlels contain lagged endogenous variables. 'I'herefome, as noted previously, to forecast n periods ahead, we nnmst first fom-ecast the laggedh endlogenoimsvaniahle values tbiat are neededh for the ni-pem-inds-ahieanh forecast. Thus imivolves a drain of ni steps. 'l'he finst step is a forecast one pem-iod ahead], whose err-on-involves disturbances only fm-omnm the first lieriodh in the n-per-iod horizon. The secondl step is a forecast two pe.riods ahead, wI-nose emmnim involves distum'banices fm-omn the second period in the horizomi and also disturbances fmoni the first period because they' affect the one-pem-iod-ahead forecast, whicbi inn tummi affects the two-pem-iods-ahead forecast. And Sn) on, until the nth step, whose forecast error imivolves disturbances fmoni all periods in the horizon fmomn omie thn-ough mi. Thmus, ton-a dy'mnamic modlel, tbie variance of a forecast n pen-iods ahead will dhepend onm the variances and covarrances of disturbances in all n pem-iods of the hon-izon, amid except in very special circumstanices, it will increase as the horizon inceases.
To decide whether the evidence in table I shows that the estimated models it nlescm-ihies are incorrect for the forecast horizon of eight quarters, we need to kniow whether the RMSEs of a correct model would quadhruple as the fom-ecast homizon increases from-n one quarter to eight quartem-s. If they' would, then the quadrupling observed in the table is not evidlence of imicomrectness of the estimnated models. If they would not, then cvinlence of immconrectness exists, We do not have eniougbi imiforniation about tbie models underlying tbie table to settle this issue dlefimutively, hut some sinnphe examples wihl illustrate the principle involved.
Suppose the model is hinear anidl pem-fectly correct, and suppose it comitains lags of omme dluarter on-more (as most models do). 'then the variance of the error of an ni-pen-kids-ahead fom-ecast will he a linear combination of the variances and] covariances of the distum-banices in all periods of the horizon. In the simple case dif a single-eqimatiomi model, if the disturbances an-c serially independhent amid if the coefficients mi the linear combiniationi of chistummhances are all equal to one, the vam-iance dif the linear combinationi of disturbannces frir a hiomizomi of eight quarters will be eight times tbiat of one quarter. So the RMSE of cx post forecast emrors from a correct model will increase by' a factor of the square m-oot of eight (about 2.8) as the hiomizomi goes fmonu omie quamter to eight quarters. If the coefficients mi the linear combination are less tI-man one, as in the case of a stable model with only one-period lags, the vam-iamice of the hineam-comhination for eight quarters will lie less than eight times that for' one quarter. Hence the RMSE of e,x post forecast em-ron-s frdmm a correct model will increase by' less thani a factor of the square root of eight as tbie hom'izori goes from one quarter to eight quarters. In such a case, if the observed RMSEs appm-oximatelv d~uadlmupled,it would cast some douhit on the validity' of the mnodlel.
Cdinsider a single-equationm model with a single lag, and no exogenous vam-iahles as follows:
where s is a serially indepenidenit nhisturbance with zem-o mean and constant variance a'. Suppose that the values of a and 13 are known and thus rio fon'ecast errom is attributable to incorrect estimates of these coefficients. Then the variance of the error of a orme-pem-iod-ahead forecast is a', that of a twoperiods-ahead for-ecast is (1 + 13') a', that of a three-periods-ahead forecast is (1 + if' + 13 5 a, and so on. The variance of an mi-periods-ahead forecast is~13" a', which is equal to (t -ff) a'/tl -1~') Table 2 shows how the stanidandh dleviatiomi of such a forecast error increases as the horizon increases from one quarter to eight quarters for sevemal values of the parameter /3. Table 2 suggests that if the RMSE of a model's forecasts quadruples as the horizon increases from-n one quarter to eight quamtens, either-J3 (the rate of approach of the modhel to equihibniunn) must be large or chose to one, or the model is inadequate as a description of the fonecast period.
Corresponding expressions can he derived fom mnulti-equation models with many lags ann serially cdirm-elated distum-bances, but they am-c rather cunihen-some -AN OLD, PLAIN-VANILLA
EQUATION THAT STILL WORKS,
ROUGHLY
Nean-hy 40 yean's ago Hemiry Allen Latan~pub-hshed a short paper in which he reported that for 1919-52 the inverse of the GNP velocity of Ml is described by a sinnple least squan-es m-egnession on the inverse of a lonig-term, highgn-ade homid rate RL as follows:" (I) M1/GNP = .100 + .795/RL, F' = .75
(1-ratio)
1m See Latané (1954).
Here and in what follows, I have expressed interest rates in units of percent per year, so a 5 percent rate is entered as 5, not as 0.05, and its inverse 0.20, riot 20. The Appendix gives the definitions and data sources for variables in this and subsequent equations. Latan~showed the unadjusted correlation coefficient r, but showed neither the standard deviation niom the t-ratio of the slope. I calculated the adjusted F' and [he tratio. The latter is the square root of r' (di) 1(1 -r'), where df, the number of degrees of freedom, equals 32.
This specificationi bias son-ne of the pm-operties of a theoretical nnorme dlemandl equation-nanuely, a positive income elasticity (restn-icted to he constant and equal to omie by' cdinnstruction) amid a negative interest elasticit~'(restricted to have an absolute value less than one and ndit constant). But its least-squares estimate \x'onmldl almost certaim'mly be biased or inconisistent, even if tIme forrnr of the equatidimi were con-rect, hecause the homid] rate is almost certainly niot exogenous and] henice not independent of the equation's disturbances.
Nevem-theless, thus specification has continued to work fairhy' well for other periods. Nearly 30 years ago Ml/GNP was descrihiedl for-1892-1959 hi' a siminilar regression on tine inivemse of Moody's Aaa honid rate with alnuost the same coefficients, as follows:'' (2) M1/GNP = .131 + .7I6iRAaa, F' = .76 (I-ratio)
(3) MI/GNP = .085 + .774/HAaa, F' = .90 (t-ratio) (13)
If GNP in equation (3) is replaced by the new output variable GDP for 1959-91, the result is almost identical, as follows:
David Dickeys discussion is biasedl on the 1959-91 dlata that underlie equation (3).
For 1892-1991 a similar result is again obtainenl, as follows: Table 3 shows the estimatedl equations Ii) -(5) and] seven-al other estimated equations that will he described soon. Equations (1') and (2') are attempts to duplicate the results in equations (1) and (2) using tbie sam-ne diata base that is used mi equations (3), (5) amid later equations. The i\~ipen-dix gives ntata soum'ces. Figure 2 shows the graphs of M1/GNP and 1/RAaa over time. Figures 3 and 4 show the scat ter diagrams for equations (3) and (5) For 1959-91 the same specification describes the ratio of Ml to GM' with almost the same coefficients, as follows: equations that can be obtained by regressinig either the velocity of Ml om its inverse on either RAaa or its invem-se, the fomm that is presented] here fits the best.)
It is rather remarkable that this plain-vanilla specification continues to descmibe the relation between Ml's velocity and] time long-term Aaa honnd mate with'm such similar-regm'essidin amid correlation cdiefficienits for the four pen-iodls, especially' in view of the changes in interest-rate regulation and in the defimiition of Ml that have occurred over the last century. However, the differences amiiong the foum-estimated versions are not negligible, as seeni mi a comparisom'r of the computed values of M1/GNP that they yield. For 1959-91 these computed values are shown in figur(, S together with the actual values of M1/GNP. Note that those computed from equations (1) and (2) using 1919-52 amid 1892-1959 data am-c ex post fdimecasts, whereas those from equations (3) and IS) using 1959-91 and 1892-1991 data are within-sample calculated values. Figure 6 shows the vahnmes of l~1 I IGNP obtainiedl when equation (3) The very low Durhin-Watson statistics suggest that the equation should lie estimated either using the first differenices of its variables, or better, using the levels of its variables with a first-order autonegressive IAB(1)] comm-ection applied to its m-esiduals. Estimation mi levels with an AR(1) correction would he appropriate if the disturbance u in the original equation were equal to its own lagged value times a constant, p, plus a serially independent distum-bance, E, with constant variance, as follows:
In this case, if the original equation is (7)y, = a + fix + o, = a + fix, + pu, + the AR(1) correctioni subtracts p times the lagged version of equation (7) fnom equatiomi (7) itself and produces the followinig equation:
This equation is nonlinear in the parameters because the coefficient of lagged x, -fip, is the negative of the pmxiduct of the coefficients of x and lagged y. If that m-estriction is ignored and the coefficient of lagged x is denoted by y, the equation becomes as follows:
(9) y, = py,~, + (1 -P) a + fix, + yx + 'Ihis equation can lie given the following error correction interpretation. Suppose that the equililirium value y* of a dependent variable y is linear in an independent variable x, as follows:
(10) y~= a + fix, and that the change in y depends on both the change in the equilibrium value and an error Estimates in first differences would he appropriate if the value of p in equation (6), (7) and (8) were one. In this case, edluation (8) becomes a first-dlifference equationi, as follows:
The least-squares estimate of equation (8) with an adjusted R squared of .98 and 13W equal to 1.78. This is quite close to the AR(t) nesult in equation (15), nTlnch suggests that the adjustment coefficient 0 in equatiomi (12) is not very different froni one. The hypothesis that in equation (18) the coefficient of lagged l/RAaa is equal to the negative of the product of the coefficients of 1/RAaa amid lagged M1/GNP, as nequired by equation (8) Equations (iS), (17), (18) and (19) are better than the plain-vanilla equations (3) anid (5) in some nespects, anidi worse in others. The~'have substanitially higher ad)justed H-squared values, nnnch less serial correlation in their residltlals, no evidence of a tim-ne trend, and significant coefficients. The ECM equations (18) and (19), however, are vem-y unstable (ivem' time. Imi equation (18) the coefficient of 1/BAaa vamies from about .6 for 1960-70, to .05 for 1960-78 and 1960-81, to .3 for 1960-86 and 1960-91 . In equatiomi (19) the coefficient of 1/RAaa varies almost as much hut remains at about .7 or .6 for samples that include at least the years 1893-1950. I comijecture that in the AWl) edluations (15) and (17) the coefficient of 1/RAaa is also unstalile across time because the AHO) anid ECM equatiomi estimates are quite similam-.
By comparing equations (12) and (18) The two equilibrium relations in equations (21) and (23) iyith OW = 1.76. Table 4 shows the estimated equations (24) and (25). The estimnates of this first-difference specification are not quite as stable acm-oss tinne as those of the specificationi in levels of the variables. This can be seen by comparing equations (24) and (25) and also fronn figures 11 and 12, which show the values mif the estinnates as the sample is increased one year-at a time, starting respectively with 1960 anid 1893. In each figure the estimates stabilize, after an initial period of instability, but the values at which they settle differ by a factor of about .75.
If a constant term is included mi equationi (24), which implies a trend term in equation (3), the constant is small hut significantly negative, the slope falls to about .3,and the adjusted Hsquared and OW values improve slightly. 'I'he estimated slope, however, heconnes wildly unstable across tinie. If a trend variable is included in equation (3), its coefficient is smnall but significanitly negative, the interest-rate coefficient falls to .49 and remains highly significanit, the adljusted H-squaned and the OW values rise slightly, and againi the estimated slope is wildly unstable, across time.
If a constant tem-m is included mi equation (25), it is small amid insignificantly negative, the rest of the equation is almost unchanged, and the slope becomes quite unstable through time, varying from .6 to zero and back to .6 again. if a trend is included in equation (5), its coefficient is small hut significantly negative, the interest-rate coefficient is almost unchanged at .81, the adijusted H-squared value rises a hit, the OW value rises a hit, and the coefficient is again wildly unstable across time. On the whole, the first-difference specification does not stand up well.
Estimates of Slope
Where do mnatten-s stand? On the one hand, we liax'e the plain-~'amiillaequatiomi such as equation (3), whichi fits only mnoderately well and has severe serial correlation in its r-esiduals hut has an estimated slope that is rather stable across time. On the other hand, we have more complicated) dvnamnic equations such as the ECM edjuation (18), which fit much better and have nice Durbin-Watson statistics hut have estimated coefficients that vary greatly across time. Neither is quite satisfactory, hut if the aim is to find an estimated equatidin that will describe the future as well as it does the past, I think t would now bet oni the plaimi-vanilla specification, even though the relation of its estimated coefficients to structural parameters is umiclear.
CONCLUSION
Econometrics has given us somne results that appear to stand up well over time. The price andi incdimne elasticities of demanid for farm lirodurts are less than one. The income elasticits' of household demnand for food is less than one. iIouthakker (1957) , in a paper commemorating the 100th anniversary of Engel's law, reports that for 17 countries and several dilferent periods these imiconne elasticities range hetweeni .43 and .73. Rapid inflation is associated with a high growth rate of the money stock. Sdime shom-t-term macroeconometric forecasts, especially those of ttie Michigan model, at-c quite good.
Rut there have also been some nasty surprises about which ecomiornetrncs gave us little om mio warning imi advance. The stiort-rumi downwardsloping Phillips curve met its dlemise in the 1970s. (Milton F'riedlman [1968] and Edmund Phelps 119681 predicted that it wdiuldl.) The oil embargo of 1973 and its aftermath threw most models off. The slowdowmi of productivity gm-owth hieginning in the 1970s was unfom-eseen. The money demand equation, which appeared to fit well amid he quite stable until the 1970s, has niot fit so well simice then.
How then shouldi we approach econometrics, fom-sciemice amid for policy, in the future? As for screnice, we should formulate and estimate models as we usually dlo, relying both on economic theory and) on ideas suggested by regnmlarities observed in past data. But we should not fail to test those estimated models againist new data that were not available to influence the process of formulating them. As for policy, we should be cautious about using research findings to predict the effects of any large policy change of a type that has not been tmied before.
